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ALPHA goal

To test fundamental symmetries
between H and anti-H atoms

at the highest precision possible 
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ALPHA-Canada: 8 Faculty (6.4 FTEà7.4)
Canada ~ 1/3 of entire ALPHA 
6 out of 11 Nature articles are Canadian-led
National and Int’l recognitions, e.g. NSERC Polanyi Award, APS Dawson Award
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What made this possible? Lots of technical developments 

• Challenge: anti-H must be synthesized!
• Improvements in trapping rates; now routinely 

accumulate >1000 anti-H

• Aggressive use of SAP techniques, e.g .  
Sophisticated detectors 37,000 channel Si 
tracker; machine-learning analysis

e.g. Nature 561, 211 (2018)

ML Analysis  
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2017 Result

f(1s-2s) = 2 466 061 103 079.4 (5.4) kHz
Most precise antimatter measurement to date

(1) 1S-2S Spectroscopy (Strong Canadian Contributions)

ALPHA-Canada                Research Proposal                 M. Fujiwara (PIN: 290734):   A-10 

  Fig. 8: 1s-2s-2p transitions of (anti)H 

simplicity allows unrivaled comparison with theory. The 1s-2s transition in atomic H has been 
measured43 to a precision of 4×10-15 with room for improvement. The antimatter equivalent of hydrogen 
is thus an ideal system for studying the equivalence of physics in matter and antimatter. Ordinary H 
atoms are difficult to detect with high efficiency. In contrast, a very important experimental advantage 
exists for anti-H spectroscopy. The transition of a single anti-atom from a trapped to an un-trapped state 
can be detected via annihilation signatures generated when the anti-atoms hit the (matter) walls of the 
apparatus. This is the reason why – with even just a few trapped anti-H – spectroscopic studies such as 
those we intend to perform will not only be possible, but will produce significant results from the very 
start.  
A simplified energy diagram of (anti)H is shown in Fig. 8. 
Absorption of 243 nm photon pairs from counter-propagating laser 
beams will induce Doppler–free (to first order) 1s–2s transitions. 
The excited states can either (a) de-excite back to the original state, 
(b) decay into the strong field seeking hyperfine states and hence 
are expelled from the magnetic trap, or (c) be photo-ionized by the 
243 nm photon. Transitions will be detected for atoms that follow 
branches (b) or (c). These transitions will be detected in one of 
two modes: (1) appearance mode: the annihilations of anti-H 
resulting from the 1s-2s transition are detected directly in the Si 
detector; (2) disappearance mode, where at the end of the resonant laser irradiation, the remaining anti-H 
are released from the trap, in which case one sees a reduction in signal if the anti-H are expelled from 
the trap during laser irradiation. By sweeping the laser frequency, and plotting the annihilation count rate, 
the 1s-2s resonant frequency will be determined. A possible signature for a 1s-2s transition that follows 
branch (c) is detection of pbars produced from laser induced ionization from the 2s state.   
ALPHA’s 1s-2s spectroscopy effort is led by Hangst (Aarhus), and is currently a high priority 
measurement for the ALPHA-2 device. ALPHA-Canada will vigorously contribute to this program in 
several significant ways based on our unique expertise: (a) detection of 1s-2s transitions via 
annihilations, (b) laser cooling to prepare a cold and dense sample of anti-H, (c) control of antimatter 
plasmas, magnetic field characterization, and anti-H spin manipulations via PW techniques, and (d) 
background and physics analyses. These will occur in addition to supporting operation of the ALPHA-2 
device. Aspects of the 1s-2s spectroscopy campaign will motivate theses for our HQP trainees.    
(b) Simulations for 1s-2s transition: Detailed simulations have been 
performed, taking into account anti-H orbits in the ALPHA trap, the 
magnetic field profile, Zeeman and time of flight broadening, as well 
as photo-ionization (Fig. 9). An example is shown for a disappearance 
measurement at a 243 nm laser power of 2 W, with a beam waist of 
200 microns, and an irradiation time of 500 s. The line shapes for both 
hyperfine sublevels (c to c and d to d transitions) are shown. With 
these parameters, a few weeks of beam time will be sufficient to 
observe the 1s-2s transition. Because of the five mirror coil 
configuration employed in the ALPHA-2 device, which permits 
homogenization the static magnetic field, Zeeman broadening is 
significantly reduced and the linewidth will be limited by time of flight broadening to Δf~60 kHz 
(FWHM), corresponding to a few×10-11 level of precision in the 1s-2s energy level. Even at this initial 
level, new constraints on combinations of fundamental constants such as the e+ mass and charge can be 
obtained as a test of CPT.44 Furthermore, we will be sensitive to the pbar charge radius (Sec 2.2). 
However, in order to maximize the potential of ALPHA-2, we require laser cooling (see below).  
  

 Fig. 9: simulated 1s-2s lineshape 

Personal information will be stored in the Personal Information Bank for the appropriate program.
PROTECTED B WHEN COMPLETED

Nature 541, 596 (2017)
△f/f=2x10-10

Nature 557, 71 (2018)

Laser cooled 
sample

10-13 precision
X10 improv.

Next few years

Within a factor of 500 wrt hydrogen

x 100 improvement! △f/f=2x10-12

1S-2S transition: “golden mode”, known to 4x10-15 in hydrogen



(2) Laser cooling of antihydrogen: a major breakthrough! (Canadian-led)

Two papers about to be submitted to Nature

Laser cooling of atoms, ions revolutionized 
atomic physics in last 40 years

Cooling demonstration First application 

A game changer! Culmination of Canadian-led efforts in the past decade!

antimatter atoms

Laser cooling and trapping

Trapping (2010) 

Cooling (2020)

CPT, WEP violation?

???
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Extremely challenging! 
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Momose (UBC), Fujiwara (TRIUMF)



ALPHA-g: measuring gravity on anti-H (80% Canadian Funded)

Simulated anti-H 
free fall

ALPHA-g

m
m

3m

CFI PI: R. Thompson (Calgary)

Also precision microwave spectroscopy in ALPHA-g (Canadian-led; Hayde, Friesen)



ALPHA-g: our top priority when CERN beam is back in 2021

Radial-drift TPC built at TRIUMF CERN



Mid-Term Future: “Quantum Sensing” with Antimatter 
• Exploding interest world-wide in anything ”Quantum”
• Tangible prospects: e.g. clocks, molecules, atomic fountain
• Applying these to antimatter

Atomic clocks: DM, QED, Lorentz, GR test… Molecules: EDM, DM… 

`

Fountain: GW detection, DM, DE…

~1 km 
long at
SURF?

MAGIS
@FNAL

AION
@Oxford



Future goal: anti-atomic fountain

Objective: to make precision hydrogen–antihydrogen comparison
in the same apparatus 

à Need to improve both anti-H and H techniques!
Makoto Fujiwara, 10



HAICU: Proposed prototype laser-cooled hydrogen fountain

• (Anti)matter-wave interferometer 
• Ramsey hyperfine spectroscopy
• Anti-molecular clock 

HAICU: Hydrogen-Antihydrogen 
Infrastructure at Canadian Universities 

R. Tomozawa

O snail
Climb Mount Fuji

But slowly, slowly!
— Issa Kobayashi 

Aiming at ambitious goals! 

Makoto Fujiwara, 11

(Anti)atom Interferometer Simulation

Quantum Sensing with Antimatter!



Personal Crazy Dream

Bose-Einstein condensates
on Int’l Space Station
Nature June 11, 2020 

Antimatter experiments in space?
(micro-gravity environment)

BEC created on Earth: 1995
BEC created in space: 2020

(25 years later)

Trapped anti-H on Earth: 2010
Trapped anti-H in space: 2035??? 



Summary & Outlook

• After 15 years of development, ALPHA has entered 
the precision physics era 

• ELENA—upgraded antiproton machine—coming 
online in 2021
• Active program in short term: gravity, spectroscopy

• Anti-H symmetry tests likely limited by H 
precisions in near future
• Plan to develop quantum sensing techniques for 

antimatter with the proposed HAICU apparatus

• ALPHA and ALPHA-Canada have become a world 
leader in this field; hope to continue to make 
more exciting contributions for next 15 years! 

ALPHA

Makoto Fujiwara, 13



Backup slides 



Motivation

• Most symmetries in Nature broken 
at some level
– C, CP, #B, #L, EW, Chiral, GUT? SUSY?
– Explicitly, spontaneously, or effectively 

(e.g. expanding Universe)

• How about CPT and Equivalence 
Principle?
– Experimental question! 

• At what level? 

Possible Benchmark for CPT tests 

In 2017-20, we have achieved
△f ~ 5 to 13 kHz!  



Hyperfine Spectroscopy via Microwaves (Canadian-led)

Nature 548, 66 (2017)

Submitted to Nature
[Res. Sample #3] 

500kHz precision on a/h
x200 improvement over our 2012 result 13 kHz precision

Another X40 improvement

Antiproton NMR
100 Hz precision

X100 improv.

Next few years

Contact interaction between e+ & anti-p spins
Sensitive to internal structure of anti-p
Complementary to laser spectroscopy 

Anti-H hyperfine level

Hyperfine 
Splitting: a/h

Entirely new method



(3) 1S-2P Lyman-alpha Spectroscopy (Canadian-led)

Nature 561, 211 (2018)
[Res. Sample #2]

Nature 578, 375 (Feb. 19, 2020 )

First observation of 1S-2P transition
1.6x10-8 CPT test 

1S-2P: important atomic transition
Laser at 121 nm (VUV) challenging 



Lamb shift in antihydrogen (Canadian-led)

• UBC built Lyman-alpha laser
• Microwave induced spin polarization
• Detection with Machine Learning analysis 
• Fine structure splitting measured to 2%
• Lamb shift to 11%

Re-living history of modern physics with antimatter

Shelter Island Conference 1948

Nature 578, 375, Feb. 19, 2020 

Direct Lamb shift
meas. via microwaves (Friesen)

Next few years



Radial Time Projection Chamber built at TRIUMF 

19

Track pions from anti-H annihilations
2.4 m tall, 20,000 channels
Radial drift
Also, SiPM based cosmic veto  



ALPHA-g construction at CERN



Antihydrogen Gravity Measurements with ALPHA-g
First antiproton annihilations

Oct/Nov. 2018 (before Shut Down) Extracting Physics (concept)

First Physics Meas.:
Anti-H free fall
10% meas. of g

Next few years



• Decelerate & cool anti-p: 5 MeV à
100 keV
– Should increase anti-p trapping 

efficiency by up to x 100
– New beam lines; trap modifications

• Simultaneous beams to expt’s 24/7
– Instead of 8 h/day/expt shift
– Increased demand on human power

• Increased Competition
– Gravity: AEGIS, GBAR
– Hyperfine: ASACUSA
– Lamb shift: GBAR

ELENA upgrade will be online in 2021



Personnel

Timothy Friesen:
• New faculty at U Calgary
• Former Technical Coordinator of 

ALPHA (knows every detail of the 
apparatus)

• Driving microwave program
• Requesting PDF to support this area



Personnel : some recent hires

Maryam Mostamand
(Laser PDF)

Some new students 
Gareth Smith (MSc)

Pooja Woosaree (PhD) Layla Haddad (UG)

Adam Powell (PhD)Janukan Sivajeyan (UG)



LEAP 2018, Sorbonne University, Paris, March 2018

A simple Up / Down measurement
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W. Bertsche, “Prospects for comparison of matter and antimatter gravitation with ALPHA-g”, RSTA, 376, 2116, 2018   

Down Up

ALPHA-g: Dropping antihydrogen


